Abstract Community identification is a long-standing challenge in the modern network science, especially for very large scale networks containing millions of nodes. In this paper, we propose a new metric to quantify the structural similarity between subgraphs, based on which an algorithm for community identification is designed. Extensive empirical results on several real networks from disparate fields has demonstrated that the present algorithm can provide the same level of reliability, measure by modularity, while takes much shorter time than the well-known fast algorithm proposed by Clauset, Newman and Moore (CNM). We further propose a hybrid algorithm that can simultaneously enhance modularity and save computational time compared with the CNM algorithm.
Introduction
The study of complex networks has become a common focus of many branches of science [1] . An open problem that attracts increasing attention is the identification and analysis of communities [2] . The so-called communities can be loosely defined as distinct subsets of nodes within which they are densely connected, while sparser between which [3] . The knowledge of community structure is significant for the understanding of network evolution [4] and the dynamics taking place on networks, such as epidemic spreading [5, 6] and synchronization [7, 8] . In addition, reasonable identification of communities is helpful for enhancing the accuracy of information filtering and recommendation [9] .
Many algorithms for community identification have been proposed, these include the agglomerative method based on node similarity [10] , divisive method via iterative removal of the edge with the highest betweenness [3, 11] , divisive method based on dissimilarity index between nearest-neighboring nodes [12] , a local algorithm based on edge-clustering coefficient [13] , Potts model for fuzzy community detection [14] , simulated annealing [15] , extremal optimization [16] , spectrum-based algorithm [17] , iterative algorithm based on passing message [18] , and so on.
Finding out the optimal division of communities, measure by modularity [11] , is very hard [19] , and for most cases, we can only get the near optimal division. Generally speaking, without any prior knowledge, such as the maximal community size and the number of communities, an algorithm that can give higher modularity is more time consuming [20] . As a consequence, providing accurate division of communities for a very large scale network in reasonable time is a big challenge in the modern network science. To address this issue, Newman proposed a fast greedy algorithm with time complexity O(n 2 ) for sparse networks [21] , where n denotes the number of nodes. Furthermore, Clauset, Newman, and Moore (CNM) designed an improved algorithm giving identical result but with lower computational complexity [22] , as O(nlog 2 n). In this paper, based on a newly proposed metric of similarity between subgraphs, we design an agglomerative algorithm for community identification, which gives the same level of reliability but is typically hundreds of times faster than the CNM algorithm. We further propose a hybrid method that can simultaneously enhance modularity and save computational time compared with the CNM algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the present method, including the new metric of subgraph similarity and the corresponding algorithm, as well as the hybrid algorithm. In Section 3, we give a brief description of the empirical data used in this paper. The performance of our proposed algorithms for both algorithmic accuracy and computational time are presented in Section 4. Finally, we sum up this paper in Section 5.
Method
Considering an undirected simple network G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. The multiple edges and self-connections are not allowed.
We here propose a new metric of similarity between two subgraphs, V i and V j , as:
where e i j is the number of edges with two endpoints respectively belonging to V i and V j (e i j is defined to be zero if i = j), |V k | is the number of nodes in subgraph V k , and d i = ∑ x∈V i k x is the sum of degrees of nodes in V i , where the degree of node x, namely k x , is defined as the number of edges adjacent to x in G(V, E). The similarity here can be considered as a measure of proximity between subgraphs, and two subgraphs having more connections or being simultaneously closely connected to some other subgraphs are supposed to have higher proximity to each other. d i can be considered as the mass of a subgraph, and the denominator, d i d j , is introduced to reduce the bias induced by the inequality of subgraph sizes. Note that, if each subgraph only contains a single node, as V i = {v i }, the similarity between too subgraphs, V i and V j , is degenerated to the well-known Salton index (also called cosine similarity in the literature) [23] between v i and v j if they are not directly connected. Our algorithm starts from an n-division
The procedure is as follows. (i) For each subgraph V i , let it connect to the most similar subgraphs, namely {V j |s i j = max k {s ik }}. (ii) Merge each connected component in the network of subgraphs generated by step (i) into one subgraph, which defines the next division. (iii) Repeat the step (i) until the number of subgraphs equals one. During this procedure, we calculate the modularity for each division and the one corresponding to the maximal modularity is recorded. To make our algorithm clear to readers, we show a small scale example consisted of six subgraphs with similarity matrix: 
After the step (i), as shown in Figure 1 , we get a network where each node represents a subgraph. We use the directed network representation, in which a directed arc from V i to V j means V j is one of the most similar subgraphs to V i . In the algorithmic implementation, those directed arcs can be treated as undirected (symmetry) edges. The network shown in Figure 1 is determined by the similarity matrix S, and after step (ii), the updated division contains only two subgraphs,
and V 5 ∪V 6 , corresponding to the two connected components. Note that, the algorithmic procedure is deterministic and the result is therefore not sensitive to where it starts at all.
The CNM algorithm is relatively rough in the early stage, actually, it strongly tends to merge lower-degree nodes together (see Eq. (2) in Ref. [21] , the first term is not distinguishable in the early stage while the enhancement of the second term favors lower-degree nodes). This tendency usually makes mistakes in the very early stage and can not be corrected afterwards. We therefore propose a hybrid algorithm which starts from a n-division Γ 0 = {V 1 ,V 2 , · · · ,V n }, and takes the procedure mentioned in the last paragraph for one round (i.e., step (i) and step (ii)). The subgraph similarity is degenerated to the similarity between two nodes:
where n xy denotes the number of common neighbors between x and y, a xy is 1 if x and y are directly connected, and 0 otherwise. After this round, each subgraph has at least two nodes. Then, we implement the CNM algorithm until all nodes are merged together.
Data
In this paper, we consider five real networks drawn from disparate fields: (i) the World Wide Web [27] . (v) IMDB.-Actor networks from the Internet Movie Database [28] . We summarize the basic information of these networks in Table 1 . 
Result
In Table 2 and Table 3 , we respectively report the maximal modularities and the CPU times corresponding to the CNM algorithm, our proposed algorithm (referred as XCZ algorithm where XCZ is the abbreviation of the authors' names), and the hybrid algorithm (referred as XCZ+CNM). All computations were carried out in a desktop computer with a single Inter CoreE2160 processor (1.8GHz) and 2GB EMS memory. The programme code for the CNM algorithm is directly downloaded from the personal homepage of Clauset. The IMDB seems too large for the CNM algorithm, and we can not get the result in reasonable time.
From Table 2 , one can find that the XCZ algorithm can provide competitively accurate division of communities verse the CNM algorithm. A significant feature of the XCZ algorithm is that it is very fast, in general more than 100 times fasters than the CNM algorithm. Just by a desktop computer, one can find out the community structure of a network containing 10 6 nodes within minutes. In comparison, the hybrid algorithm is remarkably more accurate (measured by the maximal modularity) than both the CNM and XCZ algorithms. In Figure 2 , we compare the resulting community structures of the Football network, from which one can see obviously that the hybrid algorithm gives closer result to the real grouping than the CNM algorithm. We think the hybrid algorithm is fast enough for many real applications. Taking IMDB as an example, although it contains more than 1.3 × 10 6 nodes, the hybrid algorithm only spends less than one day. Indeed, the hybrid algorithm outperforms the CNM algorithm for both the accuracy and the speed.
Conclusion
Thanks to the quick development of computing power and database technology, many very large scale networks, consisted of millions or more nodes, are now available to scientific community. Analysis of such networks asks for highly efficient algorithms, where the problem of community identification has attracted more and more attentions for its hardness and practical significance.
The agglomerative method based on node similarity [10] is of lower accuracy compared with the divisive algorithms based on edge-betweenness [3] and edgeclustering coefficient [13] . In this paper, we extended the similarity measuring the structural equivalence of a pair of nodes to the so-called subgraph similarity that can quantify the proximity of two subsets of nodes. Accordingly, we deigned an ultrafast algorithm, which provides competitively accurate division of communities while runs typically hundreds of times faster than the well-known CNM algorithm. Using our algorithm, just by a desktop computer, one can deal with a network of millions of nodes in minutes. For example, it takes less than five minutes to get the community structure of IMDB, which is consisted of more than 1.3 × 10 6 nodes.
Furthermore, we integrated the CNM algorithm and our proposed algorithm and designed a hybrid method. Numerical results on representative real networks showed that this hybrid algorithm is remarkably more accurate than the CNM algorithm, and can manage a network of about one million nodes in a few hours.
The modularity has been widely accepted as a standard metric for evaluating the community identification, as well as has found some other applications such as being an assistant for extracting the hierarchical organization of complex systems [29] . Although modularity is indeed the most popular metric for community identification, and the result corresponding to the maximal modularity looks very reasonable (see, for example, Figure 2) , it has an intrinsic resolution limit that makes small communities hard to detect [30, 31] . An alternative, named normalized mutual information [20] is a good candidate for future investigation. In addition, an extension of modularity for weighted networks, namely weighted modularity [32] , has been adopted to deal with community identification problem in weighted networks [33, 34] . We hope the subgraph similarity proposed in this paper can also be properly extended to a weighted version to help extract the weighted communities.
